
   

Instructions for setting up the SweDisc DDC court: 

(The numbering in the list corresponds to the numbers in the image below) 

1. Determine a suitable place for the rear corner of the court you will set up. Place a corner pin there 

(through the grommet/loop) 

2. Extend the tape perpendicular to the wind direction until you reach a “corner”/blue mark. (due to 

the fact that you prefer to play in crosswinds, see blue arrow) 

3. Place a corner pin there and place the band around the stick (do not wrap it around but just leave 

the band on the outside of the pin). Now you have one side line ready 

4. Continue perpendicular to the first side line until you reach a new “corner”/blue mark and let 

someone hold the tape at this mark. 

6. Now continue in the direction of the first corner pin you put down until you reach a red mark. 

Hold it by the first corner pin and ask the person holding the second “corner”/blue mark to stretch 

the straps both towards you and towards the previous corner pin. Insert a corner stick at the 

“corner”/blue marking 

Now place the first pin through the grommet/loop at the end of the tape and then stretch the tape 

at the third “corner/blue mark and set the third pin there. The first half of your DDC court is now 

ready. 

7. Use the second tape to find the correct distance between the two court halves. Hold the 

grommet/loop at one of the front pins and stretch it parallel to the first court half side line until you 

reach the black mark (17 m) This is the point for one of the front corners of the second court half.  

8. Now repeat points 2-6 above until the second half of the field is finished and you now have a 

perfectly set up DDC course with right angles and the right distance for competition games.  

NOTE! It may be appropriate to reduce the distance between the halves of the field to perhaps 10-

13 meters (instead of 17 meters) for beginners and younger players. It is also possible to reduce the 

size of the plan halves in the event of a lack of space.  
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